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We introduce quantum heat engines that perform quantum Otto cycle and the quantum Stirling cycle by using
a coupled harmonic oscillator as its working substance. In the quantum regime, different working medium is
considered for the analysis of the engine models to boost the efficiency of the cycles. In this work, we present
Otto and Stirling cycle in the quantum realm where the phase space is non-commutative in nature. By using the
notion of quantum thermodynamics we develop the thermodynamic variables in non-commutative phase space.
We encounter a catalytic effect on the efficiency of the engine in non-commutative space (i.e, we encounter that
the Stirling cycle reaches near to the efficiency of the ideal cycle) when compared with the commutative space.
Moreover, we obtained a notion that the working medium is much more effective for the analysis of the Stirling
cycle than that of the Otto cycle.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Non-commutativity is one of the possible theories for the
general structure of the spacetime. One can describe the
quantization of manifold by utilizing the language of noncommutative (NC) geometry. The seminal work of GelfandNaimark [1] has shown a one-to-one relation between commutative algebra and certain space structures. The idea
behind the non-commutative geometry is to inculcate noncommutative algebras as non-commutative geometric spaces.
To ameliorate the ultraviolet singularity in Quantum Filed
Theory, Snyder [2] pioneered the idea of a short distance cutoff scale using NC spacetime. This work obtained its popularity when Seiberg and Witten [3] in their work utilized
NC spacetime for the analysis of the open strings with endpoints fixed on “D−brans” at low energy limit. To analyze
and predict quantum gravity in low energy phenomena [4–
7], further forms of NC spacetime were formulated. The formalism of NC spacetime predicts the existence of the minimum length. It gives rise to a contradictory statement with
the Heisenberg uncertainty principle [8]. Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle conveys that the uncertainty in position can be
infinitely small. In NC spacetime, Generalized Uncertainty
Relation (GUP) [4, 9–13] furnishes the description of the existence of the minimum length. The minimum length is coined
as Plank length.
In theoretical physics, thermodynamics has a strong ground
of its own. In recent times, exploration of thermodynamics in
the quantum regime, namely, quantum thermodynamics [14]
have acquired its importance. A great effort has been devoted
to the exploration and discussions about the derivation of the
second law of thermodynamics in the quantum regime or deriving the whole theory of thermodynamics from the quantum
information theory viewpoint [15]. In previous works, the definition of the second law of thermodynamics in the presence
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of an ancilla [16, 17], or system which have coherence [18, 19]
has been explored in great details. Under appropriate limits,
one can produce the classical version of the second law from
the quantum version.
In quantum realm, one can take different approaches
for the analysis of thermodynamic processes such as
information-theoretic viewpoint [20–25] or resource-theoretic
approach [26–28]. One of the prime constituent areas of study
in this direction is the work extraction from quantum systems [29–31]. An intense focus on quantum thermodynamic
machines provides new insight. It was during the 1950’s when
the first work [32] in this direction appeared but it regained its
interest when Kieu [33, 34] in his work, proposed a quantum
heat engine by using a single two-level system as a working
medium.
The study of quantum thermodynamic machines assists us
to interpret the behavior of the thermodynamic quantities in
the quantum realm like work, efficiency, heat due to the nonclassical features that occur in the quantum regime such as entanglement, quantum superposition, squeezing [35–37]. This
type of thermodynamic machine has practical importance in
the field of quantum computation and refrigeration in micro regimes [38]. Coupled quantum systems, as the working
medium for heat engines, have been studied widely in previous works [39, 40]. It is shown in the work [39, 40] that
with appropriate coupling the efficiency of the system can be
increased compared with the uncoupled one.
In this work, we have considered a coupled harmonic oscillator as the working substance for the analysis of quantum
cycles in commutative space and non-commutative spacetime.
We have considered two non-commutative phase space structure for our analysis. Our ultimate goal is to inspect different quantum engine cycles with coupled harmonic oscillators
as the working substance for considered non-commutative
phase-space structures and also for the commutative space
structure. Different heat cycles in the quantum realm have a
harmonic oscillator as its working principle. We have considered two reversible cycles i.e, the Stirling cycle and the Otto
cycle for analysis. The efficiency of the cycle is evaluated for
each engine cycle for commutative and NC phase space structure after the working substance evolves through every stage
of their individual cycles. The effects are astonishing when
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the cycles are in NC phase space. In the case of the Otto cycle, the coupling strength of the coupled oscillator produce a
constant efficiency in commutative phase space but it gets a
catalytic effect when the engine is in NC phase space. Similarly, when the Stirling cycle is analyzed with the coupled harmonic oscillator as the working medium the coupling strength
results in higher efficiency than the decoupled oscillator. But
when in NC phase space the efficiency gets a boost and picks
up the efficiency near to the ideal models of the engine cycles.
The working medium is much more effective for the Stirling
cycle than the Otto cycle in all forms of space structure that is
analyzed in this work. Though it seems to be mathematically
feasible, one immediate question that comes to one’s mind
is regarding the physical accessibility of the NC phase space
with the so-far existing modern quantum technology. Recent
works for the physical accessibility of the NC phase space using quantum optics [41, 42] and Opto-mechanical [43] setup
has been developed. So, the possibility of experimental verification and analysis of NC phase space will provide a boost for
the exploration of quantum information theory in NC space
structure.
II.

COUPLED HARMONIC OSCILLATOR

We will examine two coupled harmonic oscillator
(HO) [45, 46] specified by the coordinates x1 , x2 and masses
m1 , m2 . One can describe this using the Hamiltonian as the
sum of free and interacting parts

Hα =


p21
p2
1
C1 x21 + C2 x22 + C3 x1 x2 , (1)
+ 2 +
2m1
2m2
2

where C1 , C2 , C3 are constant parameters and p1 , p2 are the
momentum of the two oscillators. Re-scaling the position
variables of the oscillators
 m  14
1
x1 ,
xα =
m2
 m  14
2
xβ =
x2 ,
(2)
m1
and similarly for the momentum we have
 m  14
2
P1 ,
pα =
m1
 m  14
1
pβ =
P2 .
m2

(3)

So, the Hamiltonian Hα in Eq. (1) using Eq. (2), (3) takes
the form
Hα1 =

1 2
1
(p + p2β ) + (c1 x2α + c2 x2β + c3 xα xβ )
2m α
2

where the parameters take the form
m = (m1 m2 )1/2 , c3 = C3 ,
r
r
m2
m1
c1 = C1
, c2 = C2
.
m1
m2

(4)

The Hamiltonian (4) represents the interaction between the
two oscillators. The analysis of the system for this Hamiltonian is not so straightforward. To streamline the situation we
transform to new phase variables
yi = Mij xj ,

qi = Mij pj ,

(5)


cos θ2 − sin θ2
. Here,
where Mij takes the form Mij =
sin θ2 cos θ2
Mij is a unitary rotation operator with the angle θ. Using this
transformation (5) the Hamiltonian (4) takes the form


1 2
K
(q + qβ2 ) + (e2ζ yα2 + e−2ζ yβ2 ) (6)
2m α
2
√
p
c +c + (c −c )2 +c23
. Here
where K = c1 c2 − c23 /4, eζ = 1 2 2K1 2
eζ describes the coupling between the two coupled oscillators.
The Hamiltonian has to satisfy the conditions 4c1 c2 > c23 and
3
. Solving the Hamiltonian (6) for the eigenvalues
α = c2c−c
1
we get
 



1
1
ζ
−ζ
En1 ,n2 = ~ω e n1 +
+e
n2 +
(7)
2
2
Hf inal =

Eq. (7) represents the energy spectrum of the two coupled harmonic oscillators in commutative space.

A.

Coupled HO for non-commutative space

Now, we will analyze two coupled HO in NC spacetime.
Based on the Heisenberg-Weyl algebra [44] the NC space
structure abides the commutation relation
[xi , xj ] = iθij , [xi , pj ] = i~δij , [pi , pj ] = 0,
where θij = ij θ is the non-commutative parameter and δij
is the Kronecker delta which results to one when i = j and
zero otherwise. One can derive this relation by using the star
product definition


i
f (x) ? h(x) = exp
θij ∂xi ∂yj f (x)h(y)
,
(8)
2
x=y
where f and h are two arbitrary functions of two variables x
and y. This defines the generalized quantum mechanics which
boils down to the standard one when θ = 0. We can develop
the Hamiltonian for this space structure by using the definition (8) in Eq. (4), for NC space structure. The Hamiltonian
takes the form

2
 c1
1
θ
HαN1C =
p21 + p22 +
x1 −
p2
2m
2
2~

2
c2
θ
+
x2 +
p1
2
2~



c3
θ
θ
+
x1 −
p2
x2 +
p1 .
(9)
2
2~
2~
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By transforming the Hamiltonian (9), we can develop a
compact form for the Hamiltonian. It takes the form
 K

1
Ξ21 + Ξ22 +
Θ21 + Θ22
H1N C =
2M
2

Kθ 
+
Θ2 Ξ1 − Θ1 Ξ2 ,
(10)
2~
where M depicts the effective mass of the system. It is dem
scribed as M =
2 . The effective mass, M , boils
1+( mωθ
2~ )
down to the defined mass m when θ = 0. To establish the
compact form of the Hamiltonian we have rescaled the variables to new co-ordinates Ξi and Θi . If we compare Eq. (10)
with Eq. (6), we will encounter an extra term in the Hamiltonian of NC space which is a function of θ. The new coordinates defined in Eq. (10) (Θ, Ξ) which represents the position and the momentum variables respectively are expressed
in terms of creation and annihilation operators as
r
r


~Ω 
M ~Ω  †
†
Θi =
bi + bi , Ξi = i
bi − bi , (11)
2K
2
which satisfy the relation
[bi , b†j ] = δij ,
where bi , b†j are the annihilation and creation operator respectively. The effective
q frequency Ω is a function of θ and is

K
described as Ω = M
. We can re-define the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (10) by transforming it with another set of operators. The
new Hamiltonian takes the form
C
HfNinal
= ~Ω1 B1† B1 + ~Ω2 B2† B2 + ~Ω,

where Ω1 = Ω +
expressed as

Kθ
2~ , Ω2

= Ω−

1
B1 = √ (b1 + ib2 ),
2
1 †
B1 = √ (b1 − ib†2 ),
2

Kθ
2~ .

(12)

The new operators are

1
B2 = √ (−b1 + ib2 ),
2
1
B2 = √ (−b†1 − ib†2 ),
2

We will consider a generalized NC space for our analysis.
The position and the momentum of this space structure satisfies the following commutation relation
[p̂i , p̂j ] = iξij ,

+

H2GN C =

+

(14)

Here a and b take values such that
√
Kmγ − ξ
~ Km(eζ + e−ζ )
, cos(a − b) =
,
sin(a − b) =
λ1
λ1
√
~ Km(eζ − e−ζ )
Kmγ + ξ
sin(a + b) =
, cos(a + b) = −
,
λ2
λ2
√
√
where √
λ1 = (eζ + e−ζ )~ Km 1 + ∆1 , and λ2 = (eζ −
√
e−ζ )~ Km 1 + ∆2 . Here ∆1 and ∆2 denote the noncommutative effect of the phase space. When γ = ξ = 0,
we have ∆1 = ∆2 = 0, and it returns to the ordinary
commutative phase space. ∆1 , ∆2 is evaluated as ∆1 =
2
(Kmγ−ξ)2
, and ∆2 = (eζ (Kmγ+ξ)
.
(eζ +e−ζ )2 ~2 Km
−e−ζ )2 ~2 Km
By further simplification the compact form for a and b is
evaluated as

√

ζ

−ζ

√

ζ

−ζ

Km(e −e )
+e )
where Λ = ~ −(Kmγ+ξ)
, and κ = ~ Km(e
. To obKmγ−ξ
tain the eigenvalues we have to solve the Hamiltonian (14).
So, the energy eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian for the considered NC space results to

(13)

Coupled HO for generalized NC space

[x̂i , x̂j ] = iγij ,

=

!2
√
eζ K sin a
cos a
√
yα + √
qβ
2
2m
!2
√
e−ζ K sin b
cos b
√
yβ + √
qα ,
2
2m
!2
√
sin a
eζ K cos a
√
yα − √
qβ
2
2m
!2
√
e−ζ K cos b
sin b
√
yβ − √
qα .
2
2m


1
arctan Λ + arctan κ ,
2

1
arctan Λ − arctan κ ,
b=
2

The energy spectrum for the coupled HO for the considered
NC space structure is depicted in the Eq. (13).
B.

H1GN C

a=

where b1 , b2 are the annihilation operator and b†1 , b†2 are the
creation operator. The most compact form of the Hamiltonian
for the considered NC space structure is defined in Eq. (12).
Solving this Hamiltonian the energy eigenvalues results as
EnN1C,n2 = ~Ω1 n1 + ~Ω2 n2 + ~Ω.

where γij = ij γ, ξij = ij ξ is the non-commutative parameter and δij represents the Kronecker delta. We can define
the Hamiltonian for this space structure by separating out the
Hamiltonian (6) into two parts which are described as

[x̂i , p̂j ] = i~δij ,

(1)

(2)

En1 ,n2 = En1 + En2

1 
=
(n1 + n2 + 1)λ1 + (n1 − n2 )λ2
2m
p
~ω 
=
(n1 + n2 + 1)(eζ + e−ζ ) 1 + ∆1
2

p
+ (n1 − n2 )(eζ − e−ζ ) 1 + ∆2


p
ω
= ~ n1 ω1 + n2 ω2 + (eζ + e−ζ ) 1 + ∆1 ,
2
(15)

4

(1)

1

Tc

1

(4)

(2)

So, the energy spectrum of coupled harmonic oscillator for the
generalized NC space is depicted in Eq. (15).

Th

where the frequencies are defined as
o
p
p
ωn ζ
(e + e−ζ ) 1 + ∆1 + (eζ − e−ζ ) 1 + ∆1
ω1 =
2
o
p
p
ωn ζ
ω2 =
(e + e−ζ ) 1 + ∆1 − (eζ − e−ζ ) 1 + ∆1
2
(16)

2

2

(3)

III.

OTTO CYCLE WITH COUPLED HARMONIC
OSCILLATOR

We will briefly describe the quantum Otto engine proposed
by Kieu [33]. The Otto cycle in the classical realm is composed of two adiabatic processes and two isochoric processes,
which are being used in automobile piston engines. In the
classical engine model, the adiabatic processes are described
by the adiabatic expansion and contraction of the piston. In
the quantum regime, the engine cycles are modeled based on
different quantum systems as its working medium instead of
considering an ideal gas. For our analysis, we have adopted a
quantum system, namely, coupled harmonic oscillator as the
working substance for the engine cycle. The adiabatic increase and decrease in the quantum realm are controlled by
the change in the energy levels which occurs due to the change
in the frequency of the oscillator. The isochoric process in
the quantum version is represented by the thermalization processes, during which it exchanges heat with the bath. Work is
done during the adiabatic process of the cycle. The change in
the mean energies guides us to calculate the work and heat for
the cycle, where mean energy for the system is represented by
the state ρ and the Hamiltonian H. It is defined as T r[ρH].
The four-staged of a quantum Otto cycle with harmonic oscillator as the working medium is schematically described in
Fig. (1). The four stages of the quantum Otto cycle are
(i) The first stage is the isochoric process. During this stage
of the cycle, the working medium is coupled with the bath
at temperature Th . In other words, the Hamiltonian H (1) is
connected to the bath. The system is represented by the den(2)
sity matrix ρc . The Hamiltonian remains fixed throughout
this process. The system approaches equilibrium with the
bath at the end of this process. So, the final state of the sys(1)
exp(−Bh H)
tem after this stage is given as ρh = T r[exp(−B
, where
h H)]
Bh = 1/kB Th , with kB as the Boltzmann constant. The
amount of heat absorbed from the bath at temperature Th is
(1)
(2)
Qhot = T r[H(ρh − ρc )].
(ii) The second stage of the cycle is the adiabatic process.
The working medium in this phase is decoupled from the bath
slowly so that the quantum adiabatic theorem is valid throughout the process. The Hamiltonian of the system changes from
H (1) to H (2) . During this process, we donot encounter any
heat exchange between the system and the bath. So, the
change in energy is equivalent to the work done. The work
done is described as
(1)

(2)

W1 = T r[(ρh H (1) − ρh H (2) )],

FIG. 1. (Color online) The schematic representation of a quantum
Otto cycle is shown. The working substance of the cycle is a coupled
harmonic oscillator. The first stage and the third stage of the cycle
are the thermalization processes, and the second phase and the fourth
phase corresponds to the adiabatic processes.

where ρh = U1 ρh U1† , with U1 as the unitary operator
which is associated with the adiabatic process. It is defined
as
(2)

(1)

i

U1 = T e[−( ~ )

RT
0

H(t)dt]

,

where T represents the total time of evolution for the quasistatic process. Here H(0) = H (1) and H(T ) = H (2) .
(iii) The third stage is represented by the isochoric process.
At this phase of the cycle the system is coupled with a cold
bath at a temperature Tc . Similar to the stage one, the system
attains equilibrium with the cold bath at the end of this stage.
(1)
The state of the system at this phase is described as ρc =
(2)

e(−Bc H )
(2) .
T r[e(−Bc H ) ]

So, heat is rejected to the bath and is evaluated
(1)

(2)

as Qcold = T r[H (2) (ρc − ρh )].
(iv) The last stage of the cycle is the isothermal process.
In this last phase of the cycle, the working substance is decoupled from the cold bath and at the end of this process, the
system gets coupled with the hot bath. During this process,
the Hamiltonian changes from H (2) to H (1) . So, the work
done in this process is
(2)
(1)
W2 = T r[ρ(1)
− ρ(2)
],
c H
c H
(2)

which is equivalent to variation in the mean energy. Here ρc
is the density state of the system at the end of this process. It
(2)
(1)
is defined as ρc = U2 ρc U2 , where U2 is evaluated as
i

U2 = T e[−( ~ )

RT
0

H(t)dt]

Here H(0) = H (2) and H(T ) = H (1) .

.
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A.

In commutative phase space

0.2100
0.2075
0.2050
0.2025
Efficiency

Here, we will consider two coupled oscillators as our working substance. The Hamiltonian for this coupled system in
commutative phase space is described in Eq. (12). Now we
will consider the Otto cycle described above with the coupled
system as the working medium.
During the first adiabatic process, the Hamiltonian of the
working substance of the Otto cycle changes its initial value
form H (1) to H (2) . The change in the Hamiltonian is due to
the change in the eigenfrequency of the oscillators from ω1 to
ω2 . It reverts to its respective initial values after the execution
of the second adiabatic process of the cycle. The total work
done by the system is the sum of the contribution of the two
oscillators. So, the work done is a function of the frequency
of the oscillators and the coupling strength of the two oscillators. The frequency of the two oscillators is considered to be
the same for our analysis. During the execution of the adiabatic process, it is assumed that there is no cross over of the
energy level of the Hamiltonian of the coupled oscillator. It
is also taken care of that the system abides the quantum adiabatic theorem. So, the process occurs slowly enough such that
the population of the eigenstate of the Hamiltonian remains
constant throughout the process. The total amount of heat absorbed by the working medium from the hot bath is given by

0.2000
0.1975
0.1950
0.1925
0.1900
0
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2
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3
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Efficiency of the Otto cycle as a function of
the coupling parameter in commutative space with coupled HO as
the working substance.

as the working substance remains constant with the change in
the coupling parameter as shown in Fig. (2). The nature of the
effect is similar to the variation shown in the work [40]. So,
we can infer that the coupling strength of the coupled oscillators results in a constant efficiency even for the two different
approaches.

h B ~ω eζ i
h B ~ω eζ i
~ω1 eζ 
h
1
c
2
coth
− coth
2
2
2
h B ~ω e−ζ i
h B ~ω e−ζ i
~ω1 e−ζ 
h
1
c
2
coth
− coth
.
+
2
2
2
(17)

Q=

The total work done of the Otto cycle is define W = W1 +
W2 . So, the work done for the Otto cycle with coupled HO as
the working medium is expressed as
h B ~ω eζ i
h B ~ω eζ i
~(ω1 − ω2 )eζ 
h
1
c
2
W =
coth
− coth
2
2
2
h B ~ω e−ζ i
~(ω1 − ω2 )e−ζ 
h
1
+
coth
2
2
h B ~ω e−ζ i
c
2
− coth
.
(18)
2
The efficiency of the coupled system which is considered as
the working medium is defined as the ratio of total work over
the total heat absorbed by this system during the execution of
the process. It is given as
ηottoC =

W
= f (ζ).
Q

We have considered the hot reservoir temperature Th = 2K
and that of the cold reservoir temperature Tc = 1K. The frequency for the coupled oscillator is considered as ω1 = 4 and
ω2 = 3 for the evaluation of the efficiency of the Otto cycle with respect to the variation of the coupling strength. The
efficiency of the Otto cycle with coupled harmonic oscillator

B.

In non-commutative phase space

In the case of commutative space, the coupled oscillators
as the working substances result in a constant efficiency with
respect to the coupling strength of the system. Now here, we
will analyze how the change in the phase space affects the
thermodynamic process. The Hamiltonian of the two harmonic oscillators coupled with each other in the NC phase
space is described in Eq. (12). Following the same methodology as used in the case of commutative space we will analyze
the quantum Otto cycle in the NC phase space.
Similar to the case in commutative space, the Hamiltonian
changes its initial value from H (1) to H (2) during the first
adiabatic process. The change in the Hamiltonian is due to
the change in the eigenfrequency of the oscillators from ω1 to
ω2 . It goes back to its respective initial values after the second
adiabatic process of the cycle. So, the work done is a function
of the frequency of the oscillators, the coupling strength of the
two oscillators and the NC parameter of the phase space. For
our analysis, the frequency of the two oscillators is considered
to be the same throughout. We take care of the fact that there
is no cross over of the energy levels of the Hamiltonian which
ultimately satisfies the quantum adiabatic theorem in the NC

5
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phase space. The net amount of heat absorbed is given as




Kθ !
B
~
ω
+
~ ω1 + Kθ
h
1
2~
2~
coth
Q=
2
2

 !!


Bc ~ ω2 + Kθ
~ ω1 − Kθ
2~
2~
− coth
+
2
2
!

Bh ~ ω1 − Kθ
2~
× coth
2

 !!
Bc ~ ω2 − Kθ
2~
− coth
.
(19)
2
The total work done of the Otto cycle is define as W =
W1 + W2 . So, the work done for the Otto cycle with coupled
HO as the working medium in NC space is expressed as

W =



~ ω1 − ω2
2

coth



− coth

×

coth

Bc ~ ω2 +

Kθ
2~

!

2

Kθ
2~

2

Bh ~ ω1 −

 !!
+

Kθ
2~



~ ω1 − ω2
2

!

2


− coth


B h ~ ω1 +

Bc ~ ω2 −
2

Kθ
2~

 !!
.

(20)

The efficiency of the coupled system is defined as the ratio of total work over the total heat absorbed by this system
during the execution of the process. It is described as
ηottoN C =

W
= f (θ).
Q

Efficiency

0.8

0.6

Similar to the case of commutative space, we have considered the hot reservoir temperature Th = 2K and that of the
cold reservoir temperature Tc = 1K. The frequency for the
coupled oscillator is considered as ω1 = 4 and ω2 = 3 for
the evaluation of the efficiency of the Otto cycle with respect
to the variation of the NC space parameter. For our analysis,
we have fixed the coupling strength ζ = 2 and the constant
K = 0.25. The efficiency of the Otto cycle with coupled
harmonic oscillator as the working substance in the NC phase
space as shown in Fig. (3), is high for the lower values of the
NC parameter and decreases gradually with the increase of the
NC parameter.

C.

In generalized non-commutative phase space

In the case of non-commutative phase space, the coupled
oscillators as the working substances result in a catalytic effect to the efficiency with respect to the NC space parameter of
the system. The efficiency is high for the lower values of the
NC parameter. Now, we will analyze how the generalized NC
phase space affects the thermodynamic process. The Hamiltonian of the two coupled harmonic oscillators in the NC phase
space is described in Eq. (14). Following the same methodology, as used in the case of non-commutative space we will
analyze the quantum Otto cycle in the NC phase space.
In the case of generalized NC phase space, the Hamiltonian
is separated into two part as shown in Eq. (14). During the
adiabatic process, the individual Hamiltonian changes from
the initial values from H (1) to H (2) . The total Hamiltonian is
the sum of the effect of these two Hamiltonians. The changes
in the Hamiltonian is due to the change in the eigenfrequency
of the oscillators, where the eigenfrequency for the first oscil0
lator changes from ω1 to ω1 and for the second oscillator the
0
frequency changes from ω2 to ω2 . After the second adiabatic
process, the eigenfrequencies return to the respective initial
stage. So, we can consider that the working substance is composed of two independent oscillators. The total work done is a
result of the contribution of the two oscillators. Therefore, the
work done is a function of the frequency of the system and the
NC phase space parameters. Similar to the previous cases, we
have to take care of the fact that there is no cross over of the
energy levels of the total Hamiltonian during the execution of
the adiabatic process. The total amount of heat absorbed by
the system is described as

0.4

ω1
Q=
2
0.2

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

NC parameter

FIG. 3. (Color online) Efficiency of the Otto cycle as a function of the
NC parameter in NC phase space with coupled HO as the working
substance.

ω2
+
2

hB ω i
h B ω0 i
h 1
c 1
coth
− coth
2
2

!

!
hB ω i
h B ω0 i
h 2
c 2
coth
− coth
.
2
2

(21)

The total work done by the system is equivalent to the sum
of the work done by the individual systems. So, the total work
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done for the system can be expressed as
0

(ω1 − ω1 )
W =
2
0

(ω2 − ω2 )
+
2

i
h
hβ ω i
0
h 1
− coth βc ω1
coth
2

P

!

!
i
hβ ω i
h
0
h 2
coth
− coth βc ω2 . (22)
2

A

Isot
h

erm

ηottoGN C

W
=
= f (γ, ξ).
Q

al

Isochoric

B

Isochoric

where the frequencies of the system is defined equivalent to
the Eq. (16).
The efficiency of the coupled harmonic oscillator system
for the generalized NC phase space is defined as the ratio of
total work over the total heat absorbed by this system. It is
described as

D

Isotherm

al

(23)

C

V

FIG. 5. Schematic representation of the Stirling cycle in classical
regime, where AB and CD describes the isothermal processes and
BC and DA the isochoric process of the cycle. During the DA and
AB processes the system remain connected to a hot bath and for the
other two processes the system remains coupled with the cold bath.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Efficiency of the Otto cycle as a function of
the NC parameters in generalized NC phase space parameters with
coupled HO as the working substance.

Similar to the case of non-commutative space, we have considered the hot reservoir temperature Th = 2K and that of
the cold reservoir temperature Tc = 1K for the analysis of
the Otto cycle in generalized NC phase space. The frequency
for the coupled oscillator is taken as ω1 = 4 and ω2 = 3
for the evaluation of the efficiency of the Otto cycle with respect to the variation of the generalized NC space parameters. The coupling strength is taken as ζ = 2 and the constant
K = 0.25 throughout the process. The three-dimensional plot
(in Fig. (4)) shows the variation of the efficiency of the Otto
cycle with coupled harmonic oscillator as the working substance in the generalized NC phase space. The variation in
the parameter ξ(φ in the graph) has a prominent effect on the
efficiency of the engine.

IV.

STIRLING CYCLE WITH COUPLED HARMONIC
OSCILLATOR

A Stirling cycle [47–52], which is an example of a discrete
engine is a four-stroke engine that comprises of two isothermal processes and two isochoric processes. It is a reversible

thermodynamic cycle. The pressure-volume (P-V) diagram of
the Stirling cycle in the classical realm is depicted in Fig. (5).
In the quantum realm, the engine is modeled by different
working substances like a 1-D potential well, harmonic oscillator, etc. We will analyze the Stirling cycle with coupled HO as the working substance. The isochoric process
in the quantum version is represented by the thermalization
processes during which it exchanges heat with the bath. The
isothermal expansion and compression in the quantum realm
are controlled by the change in the energy levels due to the
variation in the frequency of the oscillators. The Stirling cycle is a quantum regime with coupled HO as the working substance is depicted in Fig. (6). The four stages of the quantum
Stirling cycle are
(i)First stage of the Stirling cycle: the isothermal process
(A → B). The working substance in this stage is coupled
with the heat bath at temperature Th . All the way round during the execution of this process, the system remains in thermal equilibrium with the hot reservoir. Due to the quasi-static
changes in the Hamiltonian of the working medium, we encounter changes in the energy spectrum and the internal energy of the system. During this process, heat is extracted from
the bath isothermally.
(ii) Second phase: the isochoric process (B → C). The
system undergoes an isochoric heat exchange while is goes
through this phase of the cycle. The system is now decoupled
from the hot reservoir and coupled with the cold reservoir at
temperature Tc . So, heat gets released during this process of
the cycle.
(iii) Third phase: the isothermal process (C → D). The
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the isothermal process) of the Stirling cycle is
ω1 , Th , ζ

Isothermal

ω2 , Th , ζ

QAB = UA − UB +
A −
- −−−−−−→ B

Isochoric








y

x







D

ω1 , Tc , ζ

←−−−−−−−

(25)

One can evaluate the partition function ZA , ZB of the system
using Eq. (24). The internal energy UA , UB is evaluated using
the definition Ui = −∂lnZi /∂Bh , where i = A, B. The
internal energy is described as

Isochoric

C

Isothermal

1  Zω1 ,Bh 
ln
,
Bh
Zω2 ,Bh

U =−

2
− ω cosh(ζ).
B

ω2 , Tc , ζ

In the second phase of the cycle heat is released from the
system. The heat exchange throughout this process can be
expressed as

ω1 > ω2 , Th > Tc

QBC = UC − UB .
FIG. 6. Schematic representation of the Stirling cycle in quantum
realm with harmonic oscillator as the working substance. ζ represents the coupling strength of the coupled harmonic oscillator.

system remains connected to the cold reservoir at temperature
Tc throughout this process. This phase follows the same condition that is being followed during the execution of the first
isothermal process. The system remains at thermal equilibrium with the reservoir. So, heat is rejected to the reservoir in
this stage of the cycle.
(iv) Fourth stage: the isochoric process (D → A). The
system is decoupled from the cold reservoir and reverted to
the hot reservoir at temperature Th . So, heat is extracted from
the bath in this process of the cycle.
The efficiency of the Stirling Cycle is defined as the ratio of
work output to the heat input. For our analysis, the efficiency
with being a function of the coupling strength and the NC
parameters in NC phase space.

A.

Commutative phase space

(26)

The third phase is again a isothermal process. Heat gets
rejected from the system in this stage. The heat exchange is
represented as
QDC = UD − UC +

1  Zω1 ,Bc 
ln
,
Bc
Zω2 ,Bc

(27)

where Ui = −∂lnZi /∂Bh with i = C, D.
And in the final stage of the cycle the system undergoes an
isochoric heat addition process. So, the heat addition to the
system can be expressed as
QDA = UA − UD .

(28)

The net work done for the cycle is WtotC = QAB + QBC +
QCD + QDA . The efficiency of the Stirling heat cycle from
Eq. (25), (26), (27) and (28) is defined as

ηStirC = 1 +

QBC + QCD
.
QDA + QAB

Efficiency

0.90

Now, for our analysis, we will
1 consider a coupled HO in
commutative phase space as the working substance of the Stirling cycle. The Hamiltonian of the system is described in
Eq. (6). The energy eigenvalues for this Hamiltonian is evaluated as conveyed in Eq. (7). The partition function for the
considered system is described as

0.85

0.80

0.75

Z=

X

e−BEn ,

2

n
−Bω cosh(ζ)

=

e

B2 ω2

,

(24)

h
i
where the system has to satisfy the condition Re eζ Bω > 0.
The heat exchange that takes place during the first stage (i.e,

4

6

8

10

ζ (Coupling Strength)

FIG. 7. (Color online) Efficiency of the Stirling cycle with coupled
HO as the working substance in commutative phase space.

The hot reservoir temperature is considered as Th = 2K,
and that of , the cold reservoir temperature Tc = 1K. For the
analysis of the efficiency of the Stirling cycle with respect to
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the variation of the coupling strength, the frequency for the
coupled oscillator is considered as ω1 = 4 and ω2 = 2. The
efficiency of the Stirling cycle with coupled harmonic oscillator as the working substance increases with the increase in the
coupling parameter as shown in Fig. (7). The efficiency gets
saturated at a certain value of the coupling strength, and thereafter it remains constant with respect to the parameter. We
encounter a high efficiency of the Stirling engine when compared with the Otto cycle with the coupled HO as the working
medium.
B.

where Ui = −∂lnZi /∂Bh with i = C, D.
And in the last stage of the cycle the system undergoes an
isochoric heat addition process. So, the heat addition to the
system can be expressed as
QDA = UA − UD .

(33)

The work done for the cycle is described as WtotN C =
QAB + QBC + QCD + QDA . The efficiency of the Stirling
heat cycle for the coupled harmonic oscillator as the working
substance in NC phase space can be derived from Eq. (30),
(31), (32) and (33). It is expressed as

Non-commutative phase space

In the case of commutative space, the coupled oscillators
as the working substances result in a catalytic effect to the efficiency with respect to the coupling strength of the system.
Now, we want to analyze how the change in the phase space
affects the thermodynamic process. The Hamiltonian of the
two harmonic oscillators coupled with each other in the NC
phase space is described in Eq. (12). The energy eigenvalue
of the Hamiltonian is expressed in the form shown in Eq. (13).
Following the same methodology, as used in the case of commutative space, we will analyze the quantum Stirling cycle in
the NC phase space.
The partition function for the system is evaluated and it
takes the form
X
Z=
e−BEn ,
−4
,
(29)
− 4ω 2 )
i
h
√
2 2 > 0.
subjected to the condition Re KBθ
2 + B Kθ ω
The heat exchange that occurs when the system undergoes
the first stage of the Stirling cycle is
B 2 θ2 (K

QAB = UA − UB +

1  Zω1 ,Bh ,θ 
ln
,
Bh
Zω2 ,Bh ,θ

(30)

The partition function ZA , ZB of the system can be derived
using Eq. (24). The internal energy UA , UB is evaluated using
the definition Ui = −∂lnZi /∂Bh , where i = A, B. The
internal energy is described as
U =−

2
− ω cosh(ζ).
B

In the second phase of the cycle heat is unleashed from the
system. So, the heat exchange throughout this process can be
expressed as
QBC = UC − UB .

(31)

The third phase is a isothermal process where heat gets rejected from the system. So, the heat exchange is represented
as
1  Zω1 ,Bc ,θ 
QDC = UD − UC +
ln
,
(32)
Bc
Zω2 ,Bc ,θ

QBC + QCD
.
QDA + QAB

Efficiency

1.05

1.00

0.95

0.90

0.85
0.5

n

=

ηStirN C = 1 +

1.0

1.5

2.0

θ (NC Parameter)

FIG. 8. (Color online) Efficiency of the Stirling cycle with coupled
HO as the working substance in non-commutative phase space.

Similar to the commutative space model the hot reservoir
temperature is Th = 2K and that of the cold reservoir temperature Tc = 1K. We take the frequency for the coupled
oscillator as ω1 = 4 and ω2 = 2 for the evaluation of the
efficiency of the Stirling cycle with respect to the variation
of the NC space parameter. For our analysis we fix the coupling strength to ζ = 2 and the constant at K = 0.25. The
efficiency of the Stirling cycle (as shown in Fig. (8)) in the
NC phase space with coupled HO as the working medium increases with the increase of the NC parameter and attains a
steady state after a certain value of the NC parameter. The
efficiency of the engine is near to the efficiency of the ideal
engine cycle. So, we can infer that the NC phase space provides a catalytic effect on the efficiency of the engine. The
comparison of the efficiency of the Otto cycle with the Stirling cycle conveys that the working model provides a more
catalytic effect on the efficiency of the Stirling cycle than that
of the Otto cycle.

C.

Generalized non-commutative phase space

In the case of non-commutative phase space, the coupled
oscillators as the working substances give a boost to the efficiency with respect to the NC space parameter of the system.
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The efficiency increases with the increase of the NC parameter and shows a steady efficiency for the higher values. Now,
we will study how the generalized NC phase space affects the
thermodynamic process. The Hamiltonian of the two coupled
harmonic oscillators in the NC phase space is described in
Eq. (14). The energy eigenvalues are described in Eq. (15).
Following the same methodology, as used in the case of noncommutative space we will analyze the quantum Stirling cycle
in the NC phase space.
In generalized NC phase space, the Hamiltonian is separated into two part as shown in Eq. (14). During the first stage
of the cycle, i.e, the isothermal process the individual Hamiltonian changes from the initial values from H (1) to H (2) to
keep the system in thermal equilibrium with the hot reservoir.
The total Hamiltonian of the system is the sum of the effect of
these two Hamiltonian. The partition function for this system
when evaluated results to
2

1

1/2

2eζ− 2 Bω cosh(ζ)[4+2K(−Kγ+ξ) sech(ζ)]
, (34)
ω 2 B 2 [−2eζ + 2e2ζ K 2 γξ − K(K 2 γ 2 + ξ 2 )]
h
q
ζ
2
subjected to the condition Re eζ Bω
1 + e K(−Kγ+ξ)
+
1+e2ζ
q
q
ζ
2
ζ
2
1 + e K(−Kγ+ξ)
−
+
e2ζ 1 + e K(−Kγ+ξ)
1+e2ζ
−1+e2ζ
q

i
ζ
2
e2ζ 1 + e K(−Kγ+ξ)
>0
−1+e2ζ
The heat exchange that takes place when the system undergoes the first stage of the Stirling cycle is
Z=−

QAB

1  Zω1 ,Bh ,γ,ξ 
= UA − UB +
ln
,
Bh
Zω2 ,Bh ,γ,ξ

(35)

The partition function ZA , ZB of the system can be assessed
using Eq. (24). The internal energy UA , UB is developed using the definition Ui = −∂lnZi /∂Bh , where i = A, B.
The Hamiltonian remains at H (2) while the temperature of
the system decreases from Th to Tc during the second phase
of the cycle. As a result, heat is removed by the system to the
reservoir and it can be mathematically defined as
QBC = UC − UB .

(36)

In the third stage, the system remains coupled to the hot
reservoir at temperature Tc and the quasi-static changes in
the Hamiltonian is depicted by the change of the Hamiltonian
from H (2) to H (1) . Heat exchange for this phase of the cycle
is given as
QDC = UD − UC +

1  Zω1 ,Bc ,γ,ξ 
ln
,
Bc
Zω2 ,Bc ,γ,ξ

(37)

where Ui = −∂lnZi /∂Bh with i = C, D.
During the fourth stage of the cycle in generalized NC
space, the system Hamiltonian stays as it is in H (1) while
the temperature changes from Tc to Th as the system is reverted back to the initial stage of the cycle. The heat exchange
throughout this stage of this cycle is described as
QDA = UA − UD .

FIG. 9. (Color online) Efficiency of the Stirling cycle with coupled
HO as the working substance for generalized non-commutative phase
space.

(38)

The grand total work done for the cycle is WtotGN C =
QAB + QBC + QCD + QDA . The efficiency of the Stirling
heat cycle for the coupled harmonic oscillator as the working
substance in generalized NC phase space can be derived from
Eq. (35), (36), (37) and (38). It is expressed as

ηStirGN C = 1 +

QBC + QCD
.
QDA + QAB

Following the same values of the parameters as done in the
case of non-commutative space we considered the hot reservoir temperature Th = 2K and that of the cold reservoir temperature Tc = 1K for the analysis of the Stirling cycle in
generalized NC phase space. The frequency for the coupled
oscillator is taken as ω1 = 4 and ω2 = 2 for the evaluation
of the efficiency of the Stirling cycle with respect to the variation of the generalized NC space parameters. Throughout
the process the coupling strength is ζ = 2 and the constant
is K = 0.25. The three-dimensional plot (in Fig. (9)) shows
the variation of the efficiency of the Stirling cycle with the
coupled harmonic oscillator as the working substance in the
generalized NC phase space. The variation in the parameter
ξ(φ in the graph) shows a prominent effect on the efficiency
of the engine in this space structure model. If we compare
the efficiency of the Stirling cycle with that of the Otto cycle
we visualize that the maximum attainable efficiency for both
the cycle is near about the same, but a slightly higher for the
Stirling cycle.
V.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

To conclude, we analyzed quantum heat engines with coupled harmonic oscillators as the working medium for the
commutative and the non-commutative space. The coupled
harmonic oscillator in non-commutative phase space outperforms the oscillator in the commutative space in terms of
the efficiency of both the quantum cycles that are being analyzed. In the case of the Otto cycle, the efficiency is high
for the lower values of the NC parameter. Even if it shows
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a monotonous decrease in the efficiency of the Otto cycle, it
still remains higher than the expected efficiency in the commutative space. Whereas in the case of the Stirling cycle we
encounter a steep boost with the increase of the NC parameter. It tends to reach the efficiency of the ideal cycle. So, we
can infer that the working medium considered for our analysis is an effectual working substance for the Stirling cycle
than that of the quantum Otto cycle. Even in the case of generalized NC phase space, the efficiency gets a catalytic effect
for the NC parameter over the commutative phase space. The
non-linearity that we encounter in the Hamiltonian is the consequence of the NC parameter of the non-commutative phase
space.
For the analysis and implementation of the quantum Otto
cycle, one has to maintain a quasi-static adiabatic process to
prevent coherence generation in the Hamiltonian of the considered system. This should be kept in mind while the execution of the adiabatic process so that one can prevent the mean
population change. During the thermalization process of the
cycle, to achieve the thermal equilibrium state where the system is coupled with the reservoirs, the system must stay coupled with the bath for a longer period of time. It will be interesting to analyze various thermodynamic processes by using
the general form of coupling of the harmonic oscillator as the
working substance.
The NC phase space can be an effectual resource for different application areas of the quantum theory [54], which needs
further exploration. Various other coupled working medium
is used for the analysis of quantum cycles [55]. One can make
use of the NC phase space structure to analysis these models for the cycles and even can extend it for exploring nonMarkovian reservoirs. For our analysis, we have focused on
quantum heat cycles. One can study the effect of the noncommutative phase space on the coefficient of performance
of the quantum refrigerator cycles for coupled oscillators and
even for other working substances. The analysis of the ex-

isting thermodynamic cycles in NC phase space is required
to provide the generic statement about the catalytic effect it
yields to the efficiency of the cycles. The analysis of the irreversible and continuous cycles [56–59], and quantum phase
transition in NC phase space needs exploration to visualize the
effect of the NC parameter in different thermodynamic processes. The challenging task in the NC space is to analyze
the NC spacetime in the relativistic regime. Recent work [13]
have analyzed the different potential problem in the NC spacetime with relativistic correction. This gives us the insight to
analyze the thermodynamic process in the relativistic realm of
NC phase space which needs exploration.
One can utilize generalized uncertainty principle to instigate a bound not only in the efficiency of the different cycle but even to the various thermodynamic process by getting
motivated from previous works [51–53]. The experimental
realization of the NC phase space [42, 43] with our existing
technology will provide a boost for the analysis of thermodynamic processes and quantum information theory in NC
spacetime. Dey and Hussin [60] in their work have shown that
non-commutative systems result in more entanglement than
the usual quantum systems. The experimental validation of
this will provide a boost in the study of entanglement theory
and its application to the different area of quantum information theory.
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